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MEETING ON PROMOTION OF SHALL  INDUSTRIES IN RCD COUNTRIES 

AGENDA ITEM II e 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY, INCLUDING RESEARCH & PROTOTYPE 

DEVELOPM.IT 

The background of the evaluation of the concept 

"appropriate technology" needs some explanation in order to have 

a proper appreciation of the    issues involved.    The concept of 

what ie described as an "intermediate technology" wrs first 

formally enunciated by Dr. Schumacher in a paper published in 

1962.    The objective ho had in mind was the creation of millions 

of Jobs in industry.    For this purpose he felt that a technolgy 

must be evolved which is cheap enough to bo accessible to a 

larger sector of the community than the very rich and can be 

applied on a aass scale.    According to him the most important 

consideration in evolving a technology for industry should be 

lowest investment possible per workplace. 

The concept of intermediate technology in industry was 

often interpreted as adoption of a technology which was not as 

efficient and sophisticated as the most advanced technology of 

the advanced countri^y, but more advanced than the traditional 

technology of the developing countries«   Industrial technology 

sal it developed in advanced countries had become more and more1 

capital intensive' and 'labour saving' and it was argned that 

such technology will not be suitable to developing countries 

with chronic problems of shortage of capital and unemployment. 

The inference therefore was that the technology which was good 

for the Most advanced countries yesterday would be suitable for 

the developing countries today. 

The obvious fallacy in this approach was that it was 

assigning to developing countries what was "second best" in 
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industrial   technology,  and  thereby perpetuating a pattern of 

development which would  ¡J-JC-.J   thorn alwr.ys one r.tep behind.  The 

main criterion in  industrial   production should be  efficiency 

ar.d this was likely to b,:  ..-criii.'i    if industries adopted n 

technology which  w:is r/t  th-.    v>ry  r.-<-st.    Therefore  intermedióte 

technology   is a genomi prescription for all  types of induetries 

and all  developing countries was quite unacceptable-.    Instead it 

was argued that  technology " approprile" *o the conditions of 

different locations and different groupe of industries should be 

evolved in developing countries,  keeping in vio* their basic 

problems of capital .shortage and labour abundance. 

The question for consideration for those of us who are 

concerned with the development of small scale industries is 

whether it is possible to adopt a technology specially for small 

industries in developing countries different from that for large 

industries.    It is obvious that no general rules in this regard can 

bo laid down.    It is true that one of the important objectives oí 

small industry development is the creation of employment 

opportunities.    At the same  time it cannot be    overlooked that 

small industries are expected  to survive in open competition in 

the long run without external  nupport or subsidies.    In industrie« 

where technology  is the decisive  factor in efficiency and whore 

small industries have  to i.xir,t  in competition with other 

industries,  small  industrii----  hnv-  no choicw but to opt for th« 

latest and best  technology. 

At  the s?;mf  tin» ,   th..re are  certain groups    of stio.ll 

industries where  technology may not R n very crucial factor in 

efficiency.    Such industries will h ave to b.   identified and 

careful studies mr-de  ->bcut  the  t^chr.ologies most appropriate for 

their efficiency. 
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Tho concept of appropriate technology ein bo  n relevant 

factor for small industrie-a located in rurnl  nreat;.    One of  the 

objectives of small industry development Ì3 to meure industrial 

dispersal i   á balanced regional de«  lopment.    There -i e vast rural 

oreas In developing countries which »re patently uneuiUd for 

location of Bophißticnted industries.    At tho some time they «ay 

have scope for certain Industries bnscd on local resources, 

skills rand demande.    Agro-*wsed industries -ind leather rnd wood- 

based industries are some typic.il examplee.    In certain rural 

areas pow^r may net be avr.ilable but there »ay be scope for 

certain processing rnd manufacturing operations.    In such cases, 

the need for evolving appropriate technologies, i.e. technologies 

appropriate to the location and the nature of  the industries, 

becomes obvious» 

It «ill be difficult to borrow technologies fros advanced 

countries to suit the special needs of th* rural areas or special 

categories of industries in developing countries.    Developing 

countries themselves hnve to evolve the technologies suitable to 

their special needs.   Of   course this is a task new to developing 

countries, but probably this Is a field in which United Nations 

assistance will be available. 

The sain problem in developing countries engaged in 

devolopsent programmes for anali se ile industries Is the shortage 

of trained personnel.   The development programmo etil s for the 

services of personnel trained in n wide range of skills - ecosondats, 

cost accountants, management specialists, industrial engineers, 

chemical engineers, planners ote.   The promotion and extension 

programmée themselves take a major part of tho timu of the people 

engrged in small industry work  <nd therefore there is very little 

scops for research .-und prototype development work in such 

organisations«   Development organisations need considerable 

strengthening at nil Vvole if they are i> undertake research sad 

prototype development projects. 
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Thi- nood  for rus^rch exists,  not only on appropriate 

technologic but  nn a  variety of problems which may be of 

dii-jct int..-rrHt   to ornali  producers.    These   problems relate to 

machinery aivi equipment,  usr- oT raw materials,   fuels, 

design n- d quality etc.    it may -e difficult  for n development 

agency,  c^on  ii  ^.oq^Uly  ^trtr.gthcnod,   to  deal  *xih all  ouch 

problems.    Industrial research requires n special cadre of 

scientists and technologists and well-equipped laboretoriea 

and workshops.    X* will  therefore be advisable for developmental 

and extension organisations to link themselves to well-established 

industrial research institutes to whom they can refer the research 

problems arising from small industries.    Several developing 

countries have industrial research institutions, even though they 

nay not have formal links with extension organisations engaged 

in small industrio-a.    We sbo.ll be glad to know about the arrangss*nta 

in other developing countries for dealing tr»th research problems 

relating to snwll industries. 

Development of prototypes of machinery and equipment for 

evantual commercial production by small industrialists i» « 

useful service which n development organisation can provide to 

small industries.    Snwll industries have often to pay very high 

coste for borrowing technical know-how from odvanced countries 

for their manufacturing activities.    Foreign machinery and 

equipmen»  sometimes require adaptations nnd changes to suit 

locbl conditiv>nü and n. -ds.    IVototypc.   uevclopajent, cither 

origliai rr by    adaptation can thus be of great assistance to 

small industrialists.    Here again, the problem is one of man powsr 

and resources.    Prototype development programmer   require a 

cadre of specially trained technicians nnd well-equipped 

workshops.    It may be difficult for .a small organisation 

engaged in extension service srd promotional work for small 

indue'rles,  U   a*--t up thu f .•»ciliti'-.-H for prototype development. 
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In the order of priorities, in a developing country, such 

programmes will not get proper attention and therefore are 

often left out. A practicable solution will be for small 

industrie.' organisations to be us icinted with well-established 

research and developmental institutions for its prototype 

development programmes. The small industries organia?tions 

should refer to such institutions problems for prototype 

development relating to small industries, instead of trying to 

build up paralisi facilities out of their own resources. 

In this connection, I wish to mention that our 

Organisation Ins attempted to evolve prototypes of some 

lensgrinding machines for use by small industries. The 

mechanical engineering workshop at the industrial estate Ahwar 

has made the prototype of a spherical lensgrinding machino 

which is currently being used in our training programme for 

lensgrinding. The prototype of a cylindrical lensgrinding 

machine is neariag completion. After satisfying ourselves on 

the techno-économie feasibility of their production on 

commercial lines, we intend to turn over tht designs and the 

prototypes to Interested small industrialists« 






